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AFRICA

The South African government recently announced legislation that will end canned hunting, the practice of breeding animals in captivity and then releasing them into an enclosed area to be hunted, virtually guaranteeing a successful hunt. In South Africa, the industry generates an estimated half a billion dollars annually. While environmentalists allege the legislation does not do enough, breeders say the law will destroy the hunting industry and they will be forced to slaughter many of the 5,000 captive lions in South Africa, as they can’t afford to feed the lions and there is not enough room for them in the wild.

The South African Environment Minister Marthinus van Schalkwyk characterized the legislation as “putting an end, once and for all, to the reprehensible practice of canned hunting.” The legislation was initially to take effect June 1, 2007, but is now postponed until February 1, 2008. The new laws require that lions roam free for a minimum of two years before they are hunted, bans hunting from vehicles, and prohibit using a bow and arrow to kill thick skinned animals and big predators.

AMERICAS

U.S. environmental organizations have petitioned the government to raise the status of the loggerhead sea turtle from “threatened” to “endangered” under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”). The ESA requires National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Marine Fisheries Service to examine the scientific evidence presented by the petitioners and decide if it is compelling enough to take action. Loggerhead populations in Florida have declined by fifty percent in a decade, and experts cite a barrage of causes for sea turtle declines occurring all over the country. The turtles get caught in commercial fishing gear, like lines, nets, and dredges, and coastal development impedes on loggerhead breeding grounds. Climate change may also stress turtle populations due to rising sea levels, which can damage beaches and change ocean temperatures, impacting the ratio of male to female hatchlings.

The Center for Biological Diversity and Oceana are two groups petitioning on behalf of the loggerhead sea turtles that live on the east coast, which are behaviorally and genetically distinct from loggerheads on the west coast, where the Turtle Island Restoration Network is pushing for an ESA status change. The groups are petitioning simultaneously, though the government could decide on the western and eastern subspecies of loggerhead sea turtles separately. If the sea turtles ESA listing is heightened to endangered, increased protections of the species and its habitat will be put into place.

Representatives of the fishing industry claim that they are taking steps to decrease turtle deaths through their fishing practices, and also argue that many loggerheads are killed off the coasts of other countries, like Mexico, where the ESA will have no impact. Government officials have ninety days from the filing of the petition to make their decision.

ASIA

The use of unregulated chemicals in Punjab, India’s most intensively farmed state, are causing health problems, including cancer. According to an environmental report by the small state’s government, the people, water, animals, and agriculture are all afflicted. The report points to sources of the problem, such as improper chemical applications due to disregarding instructions and the success of the agricultural green revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, which increased dependency on fertilizers and pesticides. In Punjab, food grain production has grown almost ten-fold in the last forty years. However, growth rates are now slowing, and the report attributes an overall reduction in the soil’s fertility and soil erosion to the overuse of nitrogenous fertilizers.

In China, a different kind of toxin is causing health and environmental problems: used electronics sent to China for dismantling. Skin rashes and respiratory problems are blamed on chemicals like mercury, barium, and cobalt that are either in the waste or used in processing the waste. The environmental group Basel Action Network reports that in one e-waste town, the lead in the river sediment is double European safety levels. According Greenpeace in Beijing, China produces more than a million tons of e-waste each year, including five million television sets, five million computers, and ten million cell phones. Although many U.S. states require that disposed electronics be sent to recycling centers, because Congress has yet to ratify the Basel Convention, those recycling centers can send their waste abroad. However, while most of the Chinese e-waste is imported, domestic e-waste is on the rise.
EUROPE

With concerns over declining fish stocks environmentalists, fishermen, and politicians are realizing and seeking out the benefits of marine reserves. Surprisingly, fishermen, such as those from the Northwestern Spanish town of Lira, are requesting marine reserves in order to protect their livelihood.

Marine reserves usually set aside a part of the ocean and prohibit fishing for all or part of the year, in order to allow a sanctuary for fish to grow, reproduce, and spill over into areas where fishing is allowed. Marine reserves in other parts of the globe have proven successful in recovering strained fisheries. For example, in St. Lucia and Florida, marine reserves have increased adjacent fish catches by fifty percent, while a reserve in Sicily, Italy increased the fish catch “by a factor of 27 in only five years.”

POLAR REGIONS

A team of scientists monitoring the Arctic Ocean’s circulation detected a change in the circulation from 2002 to 2006. The Arctic Ocean’s circulation reverted to the clockwise pattern exhibited prior to 1990, from the counterclockwise pattern that dominated the 1990s. This finding suggests that some of the recent dramatic changes in the Arctic’s climate are not solely caused by climate change.

The scientists attributed the change in circulation to “weakened Arctic Oscillation, a major atmospheric circulation pattern in the northern hemisphere.” Prior to 1970, the Arctic Oscillation was reasonably stable, and since then it has varied approximately on a ten year scale. This variation seemed to have ended in the late 1990s, a time when the Arctic environment noticeably changed. However, the recent reversal may be short lived as the scientists predict the Arctic Ocean is ready to swing back the circulation pattern of the 1990s. While the shifts in the Arctic Ocean’s circulation do not appear to be directly connected to climate change, “the events of the 1990s may well be a preview of how the Arctic will respond over longer periods of time in a warming world.”

SOUTH PACIFIC

The ten-member Association of Southeast Asian Nations (“ASEAN”) came together at its thirteenth ASEAN Summit in Singapore, joined by six other Asian countries, including China and Japan. While the crisis in Myanmar and the passage of an ASEAN legal charter topped the summit agenda, climate change was also addressed by a pact that sets the stage for a series of UN meetings on climate change to begin in December. While the pact fell short of setting numerical goals for emission cuts due to objection from poorer Asian countries, Australia’s Foreign Minister Alexander Downer said “there has been a turning of the tide in China and India’s position—they’re saying ‘yes, we need to do something to stabilize emissions.’”

Despite the lack of clear numbers on emissions in the pact, Japan did offer $1.8 billion in loans to fund environmental projects in Asia, and the group pledged to plant 37.5 million acres of trees by 2020.
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